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ADDRESSING THE NEEDS AND INTERESTS OF DANBURY 

SENIOR LIVING COMMUNITIES AND THEIR RESIDENTS 

 

 

Create a Better You                                                

chronicle  

  

 Musings by Mark 
    Inspirational words 

about living with 
Parkinson Disease from 
our CEO 

 

 Danbury Senior 
Spotlight 

   Get to know your 
   staff and neighbors 
 
 

Let the Celebration   

Continue! 

 
Welcome to the Inaugural Issue 

 Dr. Deb Says… 
    The latest news on 

senior wellness and 
exercise 

  

 

Musings by Mark: Start Moving to “Create a Better You” 
by Mark Luciano, Founder of Create a Better You™ 

After I was diagnosed with Parkinson’s, I started exercising daily. Within several weeks, 

positive results were quickly noticeable, and I had better balance and mobility. This convinced 

me that I had to find a way for people with Parkinson’s and balance issues to benefit from 

exercise. After three years of research, we are proud to offer the Create a Better You program 

for Danbury residents. Our program is a safe and fun way to exercise with a group or 

individually. Please take advantage of this opportunity for an improved quality of life. 

Don’t just sit still…start moving to Create a Better You TODAY!! 

HAPPY NEW YEAR!! And HAPPY 

NEW YOU from Create a Better 

You. We are so honored and thrilled 

to offer our program to the residents 

of Danbury Massillon and 

Broadview Heights. We want this 

monthly newsletter to be about 

YOU, for YOU and by YOU. We 

want to hear your voices, see your 

faces and share in your successes. 

What’s in each issue? We include a 

brief inspirational message to you  

from our CEO Mark Luciano who was 

diagnosed with Parkinson disease in 

2011.  Dr. Deb will tell you the latest in 

senior wellness and exercise to keep 

you motivated and moving.  

        The rest is all about YOU! 

Your community, your LEAPS leaders, 

your content suggestions and what you 

can look forward to in next month’s 

issue. We’re depending on you to make 

it fun and informative every month! 

 

   
 

 

Danbury Senior Living Communities 
Top:  Danbury Broadview Heights, OH 

Bottom:  Danbury Massillon, OH 

      January, 2019 



 

 

 

 

Find all the HAPPY NEW YEAR words 
 

Balloons Champagne 

Dancing Sauerkraut 

Hangover Pork 

Kissing  Horns 

Party  Football 

Music  Streamers 

Broadview Heights 

Laverne S. = 290 

Bill S. = 290 

Bea W. = 285 

John L. = 270 

Thelma W. = 265 

 

Massillon 

Anna R. = 200 

Elvera C. = 185 

Maurine M. = 185 

John L. = 185 

John B. = 185 

 

AWESOME JOB!! 

 

DECEMBER 
LEAPS 

LEADERS 
Experience vs. 

 Dr. Deb Says…Drink your orange juice! 

 
 

  

 

 
 

Drinking a glass of orange juice every day could significantly lower your risk of getting 

dementia, a study published in the peer-review journal Neurology suggests. Researchers tracked 

almost 28,000 men for two decades to examine how their fruit and vegetable consumption 

affected their brain power. They found men who drank a small glass of orange juice were 47% 

less likely to have difficulty remembering, following instructions or navigating familiar areas. 

There is no cure for dementia but scientists have been trying to find a way to decrease the impact 

of this memory-robbing disorder for years. This new evidence reiterates the importance of a 

healthy diet and exercise in staving off the degeneration of the brain which comes with aging. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Senior Spotlight 
What IS the “Danbury Difference”? 

 

* Do the right thing for the right reasons 

* Approach each day with an attitude of excellence 

* Nurture others  

* Be supportive, compassionate and kind 

* Utilize creativity and innovation 

* Recognize that open communication is vital 

* YOU ARE MOST IMPORTANT! 

 

 
 

In next month’s chronicle… 

• Welcome NEW Danbury communities to the Create a Better You family 

• A Special Valentine’s Day Story from a couple married 60+ years 

• Dr. Deb talks about the importance of exercise for a healthy heart 

 

Please submit content for the next Create a Better You Chronicle to: 

info@createabetteryou.online 

 

 

Fun Fitness Fact:  The average person walks more than 70,000 miles during his/her life!  

Train Your Brain 
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